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Case of the Million Dollar Mystery 2002-01-01 reproduction of the
original the million dollar mystery by harold macgrath
The Million Dollar Mystery 2020-08-05 jigsaw jones is a puzzle fanatic
detective who deals with all kinds of cases he knows that mysteries
are like jigsaw puzzles you ve got to look at all the pieces to solve
the case there s a contest in jigsaw s school to come up with a prize
winning invention the kids are convinced the prize is a million
dollars and everyone wants to win but someone sneaky is messing up the
contest jigsaw and mila may have to invent some super sleuthing
gadgets of their own to solve this million dollar mystery
The Case of the Million-dollar Mystery 2002 featuring friendship
school family and a diverse community these early illustrated chapter
books from james preller have it all got a mystery to solve jigsaw
jones is on the case eddie becker has the idea of a lifetime and
creates plans for what he promises is going to be a million dollar
invention then the plans get stolen worst of all after jigsaw does
some digging he suspects the principal may be the thief now jigsaw has
to invent a gadget of his own to find out the truth james preller s
wry witty jigsaw jones books are once again available to inspire the
next generation of young readers featuring both new titles and
classroom classics this title has common core connections
Jigsaw Jones: The Case of the Million-Dollar Mystery 2017-11-21 fast
paced and inspirational the million dollar mystery series is from
bestselling author mindy starns clark attorney callie webber
investigates nonprofit organizations for the j o s h u a foundation
and awards the best of them grants up to a million dollars in this
series callie comes across a mystery she must solve using her skills
as a former private investigator a young widow callie finds strength
in her faith in god and joy in her relationship with her employer tom
in book number three of the million dollar mystery series callie
suddenly finds herself involved in the life of a young wife and mother
whose husband has disappeared possibly the victim of foul play callie
has come to the beautiful smoky mountains hoping to award a million
dollar grant to the charity set up in the woman s late husband s honor
but in the search for a missing migrant worker a body is discovered
which puts the grant on hold and her new romance with her mysterious
boss in peril trusting in god callie forges steadily ahead through a
mire of clues that lead her deeper and deeper into danger
A Dime a Dozen 2011-10-01 digicat publishing presents to you this
special edition of the million dollar mystery novelized from the
scenario of f lonergan by harold macgrath f lonergan digicat
publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind
every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a
new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks
digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and
passion it deserves as a classic of world literature
The Million Dollar Mystery 1915 there are few things darker than a
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country road at night particularly if one does not know the lay of the
land it is not difficult to traverse a known path no matter how dark
it is one is able to find the way by the aid of a mental photograph
taken in the daytime but supposing you have never been over the road
in the daytime that you know nothing whatever of its topography where
it dips or rises where it narrows or forks you find yourself in the
same unhappy state of mind as a blind man suddenly thrust into a
strange house one black night along a certain country road in the
heart of new jersey in the days when the only good roads were city
thoroughfares and country highways were routes to limbo a carriage
went forward cautiously from time to time it careened like a blunt
nosed barge in a beam sea the wheels and springs voiced their anguish
continually for it was a good carriage unaccustomed to such ruts and
hummocks faster faster came a muffled voice from the interior sir i
dare not drive any faster replied the coachman i can t see the horses
heads sir let alone the road i ve blown out the lamps but i can t see
the road any better for that
The Million Dollar Mystery 2022-09-16 gary griswold goes missing and
his ex wife wants to know what s happened to him and his 38 million in
cash religious dilettante gary and his money have disappeared into
thailand gay p i don strachey is out of his element and his lover
timmy is way out of his comfort zone as they comb the land of smiles
for a man with an unerring weakness for the poorest choice possible
The Million Dollar Mystery 2014-04-18 for use in schools and libraries
only after hearing rumors that the prize for their school s best
invention contest is one million dollars and after evidence is
uncovered suggesting that someone is tampering with the contest jigsaw
and mila investigate
The 38 Million Dollar Smile 2009 successful young writer marjorie
mcclelland leads a solitary comfortable life in the quiet post
prohibition town of ridgebury ct her tranquil life is disrupted when
creighton ashcroft a british heir with time and money to burn
purchases a deserted mansion with a mysterious history on the
outskirts of town instantly smitten with the talented and beautiful
marjorie creighton craftily arranges an intimate meeting but the mood
is spoiled when they stumble across a body while touring the ample
grounds of creighton s new estate with the intention of reaping the
story s literary benefits the two forge an unlikely partnership and
research the mansion s sordid past but they soon find themselves in
the middle of an unfolding series of hidden murders and family deceit
on top of this the handsome detective assigned to the case has caught
marjorie s attention and creighton s suspicious eye the trio must work
together to break through a web of deceptively demure townspeople and
the discreet upper class to solve the mystery of the mansion s past
before becoming victims themselves filled with rumor and humor this
historical thriller delights to its captivating close
Super Special 02: The Case of the Million-Dollar Mystery 2002-11 with
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a touch of romance and a strong heroine don t take any wooden nickels
offers more of the fast paced and suspenseful inspirational writing
readers found in a penny for your thoughts in this second book clark
is sure to again delight readers
Million Dollar Baby 2011-12-08 from award winning author mindy starns
clark comes the fast paced and inspirational million dollar mystery
series attorney callie webber investigates nonprofit organizations for
the j o s h u a foundation and awards the best of them grants up to a
million dollars in each book of the series callie comes across a
mystery she must solve using her skills as a former private
investigator a young widow callie finds strength in her faith in god
and joy in her relationship with her employer tom in book number one
of the million dollar mystery series callie s assignment is to go to
philadelphia and present wendell smythe an old family friend of her
boss tom with a check for 250 000 mr smythe heads a relief
organization and needs immediate funds when callie goes to his office
check in hand she discovers him dead on the floor at tom s request
callie moves into smythe s home and begins a murder investigation but
it s a dangerous place to be for the family has secrets they would
rather not have uncovered callie s only hope is that god will help her
use her investigative skills to discover the murderer and escape the
web of deceit that surrounds her
Don't Take Any Wooden Nickels 2003 unlike some other reproductions of
classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as
this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where
there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have
endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent
accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be
certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be
made available for future generations to enjoy
A Penny for Your Thoughts 2011-04-01 with a touch of romance and a
strong heroine a quarter for a kiss offers more of the fast paced and
suspenseful inspirational writing found in a penny for your thoughts
don t take any wooden nickels and a dime a dozen in this fourth book
of the million dollar mysteries mindy starns clark weaves another tale
of mystery and god s touch on the lives of those who seek him as a
young widow callie webber finds strength in her faith in god and joy
in her growing romance with her employer tom bennett when their friend
and mentor eli gold is shot the search for answers as to who and why
leads tom and callie to the beautiful virgin islands there they face a
sinister enemy among the ruins of an old sugar plantation an enemy who
s willing to do anything to keep his identity secret and the past
deeply buried
The Million Dollar Mystery Novelized from the Scenario of F. Lonergan
2016-06-23 frank and joe hunt for clues in high stakes horse breeding
circles as they search for nightmare a thoroughbred stallion that has
been missing for three years
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A Quarter for a Kiss 2011-10-01 this collection of literature attempts
to compile many classics that have stood the test of time and offer
them at a reduced affordable price in an attractive volume so that
everyone can enjoy them
The Million-dollar Nightmare 1990 she has no memory how can a prince
be her husband and why is someone trying to kill her amnesia victim
kim wakes from a coma to shocking news she married a prince from her
family s homeland and for a million dollars promised to bear his baby
now someone is trying to kill her and that someone might be very very
close by if only prince jacques weren t such a tempting protector and
if only kim could identify the assassin but the previous attack left
her unable to remember why she agreed to this deal where she stashed
the money and above all who wants her dead don t miss this dangerous
fast paced romantic suspense by the usa today bestselling author of
the baby s bodyguard jacqueline diamond takes readers on an exotic
journey to danger and romance 4 stars romantic times magazine
The Million Dollar Mystery Novelized from the Scenario of F. Lonergan
2015-11-26 three merry mysteries includes three short easy to read in
one sitting stories in a sticky affair vicky hanson wants nothing
better that to move from her tiny gaudy looking apartment after her
boyfriend ronald embezzled 100 000 from the company where she works
but ronald s sister has even bigger plans to find the money in million
dollar murder two elderly sister become millionaires but one is
murdered who did it and why in diamonds aren t forever eleanor a
college student wants to buy the tiny house where she is living she
steals her great aunt s diamonds and bakes them into muffins to keep
them on ice until the right time to hawk them for money will the right
time ever arrive these three quick and fun filled mysteries can be
read over a lunch break two bonus short stories are also included the
girl next door and the wager
Million-Dollar Mommy 2022-03-07 framed in the backdrop of a nationwide
media frenzy and a public mad with the hope of finding the multi
million dollar coin this is the story of america s most eccentric and
famous collectors persistent reporters searching for the truth
shameless profiteers and agents of the smithsonian institute desperate
to stay above the fray enterprising collectors spared no expense over
the decades advertising to purchase a 1913 liberty head nickel
prompting generations of collectors to search cans of coins and old
collections they inherited all for the hope of finding the prized 1913
liberty head nickel in the end it was an anonymous heiress with an old
envelope upon which was written the word fake that held the truth with
that envelope and the coin inside six of the world s most respected
coin experts sat in a small room under the vigilant watch of armed
guards few expected what they found and what they found rewrote
numismatic history
Three Merry Mysteries 2012-04-01 set on an american university campus
and in las vegas this mystery and suspense novel explores the use and
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limits of reason in facing unexpected events
Million Dollar Nickels 2005-08 digicat publishing presents to you this
special edition of the million dollar suitcase by alice macgowan perry
newberry digicat publishing considers every written word to be a
legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced
for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in
print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with
the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world
literature
Million Dollar Staircase 2016-01-26 from award winning and bestselling
author mindy starns clark comes the fast paced and inspirational
million dollar mystery series now with new covers the series has a
dynamic attractive look to appeal to even more readers in book five of
this popular series when callie learns that the man she loves is
somehow connected to the man who killed her late husband she confronts
tom but he informs her that the national security agency prohibits him
from telling her anything despite the secrecy surrounding tom and the
nsa callie decides to find out for herself exactly what is going on
and how tom may have been involved in her husband s death using her
investigative skills callie throws herself into the most important
mystery she has ever attempted to solve will their affection be able
to stand the strain and what was god s plan in bringing tom and callie
together marriage or merely answers for her questions about bryan s
death
The Million Dollar Girl 2014-01-01 two years have passed since susan
brian and jim solved a baffling case in san francisco and now they
have to solve a million dollar mystery where has mark twain s diary
gone they are determined to find it and start looking into a dark
secret from the 1850s and the wild days of the california gold rush
this reader uses the expansive reading approach where the text becomes
a springboard to improve language skills and to explore historical
background cultural connections and other topics suggested by the text
as well as the story this reader contains easy adaptation in american
english wide range of activities practising the four skills
preliminary style activities and trinity style activities grade 4
dossiers mark twain in the go ld country san francisco and the gold
rush alcatraz island filmography text recorded in full exit test keys
and webactivities at blackcat cideb com
The Million-Dollar Suitcase 2022-09-16 when a missing persons case
crosses her desk marly jackson p i is hot on the trail to a multi
million dollar reward the case of the missing millionaire takes her
deep into a world where sin sells for any price and every friend is
foe evading mobsters a killer and the fbi marly teams with her ex
lover finn a retired police captain a deviant heiress and a former
whore to find the truth in a sea of sex lies and betrayal when
passions run hot marly must keep her cool to win the ultimate prize
survival
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The Buck Stops Here 2012-04-01 an illustrated short story by agatha
christie the fianc e of philip ridgeway asks poirot to prove his
innocence ridgeway is the nephew of mr vavasour the joint general
manager of the london and scottish bank and a million dollars of bonds
have gone missing whilst in his care poirot meets ridgeway at the
cheshire cheese to hear the facts of the case ridgeway was entrusted
by his uncle and the other general manager mr shaw with taking a
million dollars of liberty bonds to new york to extend the bank s
credit line there the bonds were counted in ridgeway s presence in
london sealed in a packet and then put in his portmanteau that had a
special lock on it the packet disappeared just a few hours before the
liner on which ridgeway was travelling the olympia docked in new york
Million Dollar Theft in San Francisco + CD 2017-03-08 the silent film
era was known in part for its cliffhanger serials and air of suspense
that kept audiences returning to theaters week after week icons such
as douglas fairbanks laurel and hardy lon chaney and harry houdini
were among those who graced the dark and shadowy screen this reference
guide to silent films with mystery and detective content lists more
than 1 500 titles in one of entertainment s most popular and enduring
genres while most of the films examined are from north america mystery
films from around the world are included
Case of the Missing Millionaire 2011-11-30 mystery and thriller
stories part 2 case no 56 by chandrashekar nagawaram this gripping
mystery follows case no 56 a complex investigation that challenges the
skills of a seasoned detective dive into a world of suspense clues and
unexpected revelations as the detective unravels the truth behind the
enigmatic case quadi number 0486 by richa lakhera in this thrilling
tale richa lakhera weaves a web of intrigue and deception centered
around the mysterious quadi number 0486 get ready for a roller coaster
ride of twists and turns that will keep you guessing till the very end
black warrant by shri sunil gupta smt sunetra choudhury this gripping
thriller delves into the world of crime and justice as the
protagonists confront the implications of the dreaded black warrant
uncover the dark secrets and nail biting suspense in this enthralling
mystery key aspects of the book mystery and thriller stories part 2
case no 56 chandrashekar nagawaram presents a complex and enthralling
mystery that keeps readers engrossed in the investigation quadi number
0486 richa lakhera s tale offers an intriguing and suspenseful
narrative centered around an enigmatic number providing readers with
an exhilarating experience black warrant shri sunil gupta and smt
sunetra choudhury craft a thrilling tale of crime and justice filled
with dark secrets and suspense that will keep readers hooked
chandrashekar nagawaram richa lakhera and shri sunil gupta smt sunetra
choudhury are acclaimed authors known for their compelling mystery and
thriller narratives in mystery and thriller stories part 2 they
deliver captivating stories filled with suspense intrigue and
unexpected twists making it a must read for fans of the genre
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The Million Dollar Collar (a Bexley Squires Mystery) 2019 do you crave
suspense do you seek action do you love a mystery do you long for
romance do you yearn for violence do you have a lust for gore or do
you just want to laugh detective joseph quincy kingly brings it all in
shovels except for the gore and there s not much romance some mystery
a little violence here and there the suspense is the time between
picking up this book and reading it so don t let the suspense continue
Million-dollar Mommy 2017 new york magazine was born in 1968 after a
run as an insert of the new york herald tribune and quickly made a
place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the
country with award winning writing and photography covering everything
from politics and food to theater and fashion the magazine s
consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy
and excitement of the city itself while celebrating new york as both a
place and an idea
The Million Dollar Bond Robbery 2016-12-15 new york magazine was born
in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new york herald tribune and
quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers
across the country with award winning writing and photography covering
everything from politics and food to theater and fashion the magazine
s consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the
energy and excitement of the city itself while celebrating new york as
both a place and an idea
Silent Mystery and Detective Movies 2009-05-01 when the recipe for his
grandmother s famous pumpkin pie is suddenly missing just before
thanksgiving day alex and his friend yasmeen try to solve the mystery
of its disappearance
Best-Selling Historical Mystery Thrillers : Heeron Ki Kheti /Million
Dollar Ki Hera-Pheri /Aadhi Raat Koi Dastak De Raha Hai 2022-09-09
first published in 1964 when a million and one nights was first
published in 1926 it was hailed as the first complete source book on
the motion picture and its author terry ramsaye as the first authentic
film historian the intervening years have established a million and
one nights as a classic standard work on the history of the motion
picture from the beginning through 1925 the contents of this edition
are identical with those of the original two volume edition
Trouble Has Million Dollar Gams 2020-01-31 なぜ あの人たちは大富豪になれたのか それは小さなこと
を習慣づけて 実行していったからです その習慣とは何なのか それをこれから お話ししましょう
New York Magazine 1987-06-15 new york magazine was born in 1968 after
a run as an insert of the new york herald tribune and quickly made a
place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the
country with award winning writing and photography covering everything
from politics and food to theater and fashion the magazine s
consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy
and excitement of the city itself while celebrating new york as both a
place and an idea
New York Magazine 1987-06-15 smart funny fearless it s pretty safe to
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say that spy was the most influential magazine of the 1980s it might
have remade new york s cultural landscape it definitely changed the
whole tone of magazine journalism it was cruel brilliant beautifully
written and perfectly designed and feared by all there s no magazine i
know of that s so continually referenced held up as a benchmark and
whose demise is so lamented dave eggers it s a piece of garbage donald
trump
Who Stole Grandma's Million-dollar Pumpkin Pie? 2010
A Million and One Nights 2012-11-12
大富豪になる人の小さな習慣術 2005-11
New York Magazine 1987-06-15
Spy 1989-08
活動写真経済論 1923
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